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The DFlG wind turbine in this study is modelled in
Matlab/Simulink [2] to analyse the behaviour of the DFlG to
grid voltage unbalance.
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Abstract- The paper describes a method to control the rotor-side
and grid side converters in a DFIG when subjected to the effects
of network voltage unbalance conditions. In particular the
control scheme of the grid side converter is adapted to assist in
the control of the total power oscillations when the rotor side
converter is controlling the DFIG torque pulsations. A DFIG
model is implemented in Matlab/Simulink and simulations show
the reduction in power and torque oscillations and a reduction
in the high unbalanced currents generated as a result of the
applied voltage unbalance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The most productive sites for the development of wind
turbines and wind farms are in remote rural areas where
distribution networks can be weak and voltage unbalance can
be a common feature . Network voltage unbalance is a power
quality problem that can affect wind turbines. Voltage
unbalance can give rise to excessive unbalanced stator and
rotor currents in DFlG's and overloading of the rotor
converter causing generators to trip out [9]. Mechanical stress
can also occur due to torque pulsations.
This paper considers measures, which are available to
alleviate the effects of voltage unbalance. The process
involves modifying the standard DFlG control structures of
both the rotor side and grid converter and introducing parallel
negative sequence control routines to compensate for
negative sequence voltage. This is required in both the rotor-
side converter and the grid-side converter.
Normally when controlling the rotor-side converter for the
reduction of stator power and torque pulsations due to grid
voltage unbalance it was not possible to reduce both the
power and torque pulsations simultaneously, due to the
limitations of the control variables . The method investigated
in this paper integrates the control variables of both the rotor-
side and grid-side converters in a coordinated fashion and
shows it is possible to reduce both the DFlG power and
torque pulsations. Improvements in the control structures of
the rotor side and grid side converters are investigated, and
simulations performed in Matlab/Simulink to outline the
improvements in the performance of the DFlG.
II. SIMULATION STUDY
Fig. 1. DFIG and Network Model
The system under investigation is shown in Fig. 1 and
further details can be obtained in [9]. As shown in Fig. 1, a
single-phase load is supplied at bus B. In the model when the
switch is closed this single-phase load introduces a voltage
unbalance of 5% at Bus B. The voltage unbalance is
expressed as the ratio of the negative sequence voltage to the
positive sequence voltage [3].
III. METHOD OF CONTROLLING DFIG DURING VOLTAGE
UNBALANCE CONDITIONS
The DFlG consists of an induction generator and a back-to-
back PWM converter consisting of a rotor side and grid
converter. Network voltage unbalance not only affects the
induction generator but also the PWM converter in the rotor
[9]. The rotor side converter normally controls the real power
and reactive power supplied to the network, whereas the grid
side converter controls the dc link bus voltage and can also
influence the power factor [1].
To reduce the power and torque pulsations as a result of
network voltage unbalance it is necessary to modify the
control structure of the rotor side converter. The traditional
control structure of a DFlG can be modified to incorporate
routines for positive and negative sequence control [4, 7, 9].
The idea is to control the positive and negative sequence
components independently.
In an unbalanced network the stator apparent power can be
expressed in terms of positive and negative sequence
components [4, 5, 6]. Due to these components it is necessary
to analyse the DFlG per-phase equivalent circuit in the
positive and negative sequence dq reference frames.
The positive and negative reference frames can be
described by Fig. 2, where both the rotor side converter and
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grid side converter are controlled in the SVO, stator voltage
reference frame. Observing Fig. 2 the transformation between
ap, dq" and dq - reference frames is given as [4, 6]:
V+ = V e-j(J),1 V- = V ej(J),1 (1)dq ap , dq afJ
Vd~ = vd~e -2j(J),1, Vd~ = vd~e2j(J),' (2)
where superscripts (+) and (-) represent the positive and
negative sequence reference frames, respectively.
where pso. P, sin2. and P, cos2. are the de average, sine and
cosine terms respectively, of twice the network frequency
contained in the stator active power. The stator reactive
components are similarly defined. The coefficients of (7) can
be described as:
~Q ltv vd:+ vq;+ Vd~_ vq: _
Q,o_", vq:+ -v; Vq~_ - Vd~_ f[V;'] [l~' j~_sin 2 3 Vq: _ -V~_ -Vq;+ Vd:+ Vq:++OJL l;r+~_cos2 2ltJ,L, Vd: _ Vq: _ Vd:+ Vq;. Vd: _ e m l ;r_
Q s_ Sin2 - Vd: _ -Vq: _ Vd:+ Vq; . Vq: _ r:
Q s_ coS2 0 Vq: _ - Vd: _ Vq;+ - Vd: .
(8)
Because the d+ axis is aligned with the positive sequence
stator voltage vector (Fig. 2) the q axis component VqS+ + =O.
In this paper only the real power oscillating components are
being investigated and so by allowing Pu in2 = 0 and
PSjos2 =0 in (8) the negative sequence rotor currents can be
controlled as:
(9)
(10)
(11)
2.vd~_ 1 ( _ + _ + )
ldr_ = ---+-+- Vqsjqr+ -Vds_l dr+
UleLm Vds+
Compensating terms can also be obtained to control torque
pulsations. By analysing the equation for torque, a similar
analysis can be progressed and compensating currents ldr--
and lqr_- can be obtained to control the sine and cosine torque
pulsations Ts_sin2 and TSjos2. The electromagnetic torque in a
DFIG can be described as [9] :
t; =~-P-(VdqS(t).l;qr(t»)
2 L sOJe
g,Vs
a
Fig. 2. Positive & Negative Sequence dq Reference Frames
Observing Fig. 2, (I) and (2) the stator voltage vectors can be
expressed using their respective positive and negative
sequence components as:
+ - + + - + - -2j(J),1 (3)Vdqs - Vdqs+ +Vdqs- - Vdqs+ +vdqs_·e
- - - - + 2j(J)1
Vdqs =Vdqs- +Vdqs+ =Vdqs_+Vdqs+ .e e (4)
where the subscripts (+) and (-) indicate positive and
negative sequence components. The rotor voltages can be
described similarly.
IV. ROTOR SIDE CONTROL
-Oc= -Il, = - wct
ec = eg = wet
Where the components Teo_av , Te_sin2 and Te_cos2 can be
expanded as [9]:
(15)
(14)=
_ [l:r+]- vds +
v+ -1 Iqr+ (13)
qs: c:
- vds+ _
I qr-
To reduce the torque pulsations the required control currents
can be obtained by allowing Ts_sin2 = 0 and TSjos2 = 0 in (13) .
The negative sequence rotor control currents can then be
obtained as:
1(_+ _+)~ Vqs_ldr+ - Vds_l qr+
ds+
The rotor currents are transformed into the positive
sequence dq" and negative dq' sequence reference frames,
using the slip angle esl' Band-stop (notch) filters tuned at 2 OJe
are then used to remove the oscillating terms, and leave the
respective positive and negative sequence ldqr\ and ldq;-
control currents.
s = __3_[(V';;S+ + v~s_·e-j2 0J,1 )(l~:+ + (IdqS_.e-j2aJ,l)*) J
2L ( + - - j2aJ 1X + * (- - j2aJ,l)*)S - Lm • Vdqs+ +Vdqs_·e ' l dqr++ l dqr_ ·e
(6)
When (6) is multiplied out and expanded in term of d and q
positive and negative terms, the terms for active and reactive
power can be obtained as:
S = P. + jQs = (pso_av + P.Sin2 sin(2U1st) + Pscos2cos(2U1st))
+ AQso av + Qssm2 sin(2U1st) + Q scos2 cos(2U1st)) (7)
Using the equations for positive and negative sequence
voltages and currents the apparent power of the converter can
be calculated to improve the effects of voltage unbalance. The
stator output apparent power can be described in the positive
sequence reference frame as [4,7] :
3 + + *S Ps + jQs - - Vdq/dqs (5)2
where the superscript (+) indicates the positive sequence
reference frame and Vd/ = V/ + jV/ and ld/ = l/+jl/.
Equation (5) can be expanded as [4, 5, 6, 9] :
(24)
(21)
(23)
(20)
S
Equation (22) can be equated to:
Pacg = POg + Pc2g cos(2{j)st) + Ps2g sin(2{j).t)
Qacg = QOg +Qc2g cos(2{j).t) +Qs2g sin(2{j)st)
Where:
POg + + Vd~_ Vq~_Vdg+ Vqg+
QOg + + Vq~_ -Vd~_
II?']Vqg+
-Vdg+
Pc2g 3 Vd~_ Vq~_ + +
=-
Vdg+ Vqg+ l qg+
Ps2g 2 Vq~_ -Vd~_ + + l~g_-Vqg+ Vdg+
Qc2g Vq~_ -Vd~_ + + l;g_Vqg+ -Vdg+
Qs2g -Vd~_ -Vq~_ + +Vdg+ Vqg+
VI. COORDINATED CONTROL
and negative sequence voltages and currents the apparent
power of the converter can be power can be described as [8]:
3 + +*
-Vdq/dqg
2
S Pg + io, =
And using (3) and (4):
~.[(Vd~g+ +Vd~g_.e-j2OJ,,) )
2 (+* o: -j2OJI)*)I dqg++ Idqg_·e '
Multiplying eqn. (21) and expanding:
S Ji(V+ 1+ + . + . + + + +)= ~ dg+' dg+ - Vdg+·jldg+ + jVqg+.ldg+ +Vqg+.lqg+
( + - +. - . + - + - \ j2{j)et+ Vdg+·1dg- - Vdg+ .jldg- + jVqg+.Idg- +Vqg+.1qg- je
( - + . - + . - + - + \ - j2%t+ Vdg_.Idg+ - jVdg_.Iqg+ + jVqg_.Idg+ +Vqg_ .l qg+ je
+ (Vtig_.Idg_ - Vtig-.j!dg- + jV;jg_.Idg_ +V;jg_.lqgJ}
(22)
Grid-side
{
V I R LK V Converter .a__" _ _ ag Idc,l:
V
I R LK 9I-....-r-.-.--Grid h __h _ _~ -l
V I R LK Vc __h _ ~ I---'-- ~
Fig. 3. Rotor Side Converter Parallel Unbalance Control Structure
It is also necessary to incorporate positive and negative
sequence components, Idqs\ and Idq;. respectively to obtain
the necessary decoupling terms, Vd comp and Vq comp- The
control scheme is shown in Fig. 3 and further details of the
rotor side control scheme can be obtained in [9].
V. GRID SIDE CONVERTER CONTROL
The control structure for the grid-side converter is based on
the decoupled d-q vector control methods as previously
outlined for the rotor-side converter. The grid-side converter
controls the de link voltage and can also control reactive
power. Fig. 4 shows the grid side converter connected
between the de link and the grid.
(25)
Fig. 4. Grid Side Converter
The d-q voltage equations can be obtained in the grid
voltage reference frame with the doxis aligned with the grid
voltage as:
e ' e R di;g Li i: e
v dg = ldg g + L g ---;Jt -OJe g lqg +vdg (16)
e «e R di;g
Vqg = lqg g + L g ---;Jt -OJeLg i;g +v;g (17)
In addition under voltage unbalance conditions, there is in
addition to dq' coordinates there is also dq' coordinates .
Equations (18) and (19) below include the positive and
negative sequence components.
.u:
+ .+ R L ldqg+ L'+ +
Vdqg+=ldqg+ g+ g dt -OJe gldqg++Vdqg1+(l8)
.u:V~qg_ = i~qg_Rg + L g ~7- -OJeLg i~qg_ + V~qgl_ (19)
Where (+) and (-) indicate positive and negative sequence
components respectively. Using the equations for positive
Earlier it was observed that the stator power oscillations can
be improved by controlling the negative sequence control
currents as in equations (9) and (10) to control P, sin2 =P, cos2
= O. The torque pulsations were controlled usin-g equations
(14) and (IS) to control the double frequency torque
pulsations T, sin2 and T, cosz- However it can be observed in
these four equations that it is not possible to control both the
power and torque pulsations simultaneously.
A method to control both the power oscillations and the
torque pulsations in a DAG, by analysing the rotor side
converter which controls the stator power in the stator flux
oriented reference frame and the control of the grid side
converter in the grid voltage reference frame was investigated
in [10]. However in contrast to stator flux oriented control
SFO, stator voltage oriented control SVO can result in the
system stability and damping being independent of the rotor
current. The total apparent power of a DAG is [6]:
S R 'Q 3 (+ * + *)
= T + j T = -- Vdqidqs + Vdq,!dqr
2
The total real power in equation (25) is PT = P, + Pg' From
(7) and knowing that Sg = P g +jQg and observing (23) the
total real power can be described as:
(27)
(26)
(28)
DFIG Stator Power
Fig. S. Grid Side Converter Control
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Pr = (ps_ov + Ps_sin2 sin(2B.) + Ps_cOS 2 cos(2Be ) )
+ (~g + Ps2g sin(2Bg ) + ~2g COS(2Bg»)
The rotor side converter and the grid side converter are both
controlled in the grid or stator voltage reference frame, see
Fig. 2 and therefore Be=Bg and eqn. (26) can be described as:
Pr = (Ps _ov + Pog) + (P._ sin2 + P.2 g) sin(2BJ
+ (P. _cos2 + P"2g) cos(20i )
If in (27) letting P u in2 = -PS2g and PCJos2 = -PC2g then the
total real power becomes P r = (Ps_ov+POg). For P S2g =
-PU in2' observing (24) and (8) and with the rotor side
converter d-axis aligned with stator or grid voltage and the
grid side converter d-axis also aligned with the grid voltage
will result in Vqs++=Vqg++=0 and (27) becomes:
PS2g = %(Vq~j;g+ - Vd~j:g+ - 0 +Vd;J;gJ=
{ 3(_+ +_)-Ps_ sin2 =-- Vqs_Vds+ +O+O+Vdr+Vqs_20JeLs
3Lm (- + - + + - )t
--- Vqsjdr+ -Vdrjqr+ +O+Vdr+lqr_2Ls
And solving (28) to get the grid side IqgOo:
_ 1[ _+ _+] 2 (_+)
I qg_ =-+- - Vqgjdg+ +Vdgjqg+ + + Vqs_Vds«
Vdg+ OJeLsVdg+
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Time (s)
Fig. 7. DFIG Stator Power and Torque - Torque Compo
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The steady state power is set at (-1.0) pu and as observed in
Fig 6 when voltage unbalance is applied at O.4s the power
oscillates at twice the network frequency (l00 Hz). The
compensation control scheme was timed to start at 0.5
seconds, with the negative sequence currents controlled
according to the requirement to minimise power pulsations. It
can be observed that after about 0.65 seconds the power
oscillations are practically eliminated, however there is still a
reasonable magnitude of torque pulsations.
Fig. 7 is a plot of stator power and torque when
compensation control is applied to the rotor side converter to
control torque oscillations only. When voltage unbalance is
introduced at O.4s power and torque oscillations occur at
twice the network frequency, and at 0.5s when torque
compensation is introduced the torque pulsations decay
substantially, however the power still has appreciable
oscillations.
(29)
Vll . SIMULATION RESULTS
The control scheme of the grid side converter in Fig.5 was
implemented in a model in the software program
Matiab/Simulink. A timed switch introduced a single-phase
load at 0.4 seconds (Fig. 1). Fig. 6 shows plots of the stator
power and torque when compensation control is applied to
the rotor side converter to control power oscillations only.
Similarly For PSjOS2= -PC2g, from (8) and (24):
3(_+ +_)P. cos2 = --- Vdr_Vds+ + 0 + Vdr+Vdr_ + 0
- 20J
eLs
3[- + - + + - 1 (30)-~2g =--LVdg-Jdg+ +~g-.Iqg++Vdg+.Idg-+OJ =0
2
And solving (30) to get the grid side negative sequence
Iq control reference yields:
_ 1[_ + _ +] 2 (+_)
I dg_ =--+-LVqg_.ldg+ +Vdg_·lqg+ + + Vds+Vd,_
Vdg+ vdg+(OeL, (31)
DFIG Stator Current
Fig. 9. DFIG Total Power - Grid Side compensation
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A model of a DFIG was implemented in Matlab/Simulink
to incorporate compensating control structures for the rotor-
side and grid side converter to reduce power and torque
pulsations. The simulation results demonstrate the
improvement in the behaviour of the DFIG to network
voltage unbalance when a coordinated compensation structure
was introduced. If this type of control were implemented it is
clear that an improvement would result in the behaviour of
DFIG's during network voltage unbalance conditions.
IX. ApPENDIX A
Vdqs+ , Vdqs - = Stator dq voltages in the positive and negative
sequence reference frames .
I dq/ , Idqs - = Stator dq currents in the positive and negative
sequence reference frames.
I dq/ , I dqr - = Rotor dq currents in the positive and negative
sequence reference frames .
'I'dq s+, 'I'dq ; = Stator dq flux linkages in the positive and
negative sequence reference frames
'I'dq/, 'I'dq ; = Rotor dq flux linkages in the positive and
negative sequence reference frames
Stator winding resistance and leakage inductance
Magnetising inductance.
Rotor referred winding resistance and inductance
Grid side filter resistance and inductance
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The total current supplied by the DFIG is shown in Fig. 10. It
is clear that when voltage unbalance is introduced at O.4s the
current unbalance is significant, and when the compensation
schemes are switched in at O.5s the current unbalance
decreases and is much reduced at around 0.8s.
DFIG Tot al Current
Fig. 9 is a plot of the total power supplied by the DFIG with
the rotor side converter controlling torque and grid side
converter now controlled to reduce the total power
oscillations. It is clear that there is a good improvement in the
reduction of power oscillations at around 0.65s.
DFIG Total Power
VIII. CONCLUSION
A Control structure to improve and mitigate the detrimental
effects of voltage unbalance on a DFIG rotor-side and grid-
side converter was investigated. In particular modifications to
the control structure of the grid side converter was
implemented to reduce the total power oscillations on the
stator and the grid side converter.
The total power supplied by the DFIG is plotted in Fig. 8.
The DFIG is this case is controlled to reduce the torque
pulsations. When torque compensation is applied at 0.5s there
is only a slight decrease in the total power oscillations.
DFIG Total Power
.o:~
-0.5
0.3 0.4 0.5 n 6 0.7 0.8
Time (8)
Fig. to. DFIG Total Current
Similarly the stator current unbalance is also improved as
observed in Fig. II.
